Year 7 Library
Newsletter

Welcome to our reading newsletter for Year 7. Whether your child hasn’t been able to
put a book down during lockdown and summer, or if you’ve struggled to get them to pick
one up, this is for you!
It’s a chance to find out about the Library, the books we have, authors and information to
help your child with their reading journey.
We have to use the Library differently at the moment but by now your child should have
had a Library book of their choice or one matched to their reading level delivered to
them.
Reading truly is the key to open so many doors—no matter what age you are.

The Caves: Dogs by Benjamin Hulme-Cross
Book Level 1.7
The Teens can choose prison or they can go on a game
show called The Caves. The
Teens who choose The
Caves must fight a monster.
Today they fight the dogs. If
they win, they go free.

Free Run by
Stephen Rickard

Billy’s Boy by Melanie Joyce
Book Level 1.6

Book Level 1.8
Free running:
it's good for
your body and
your mind,
and it looks
cool, too!

Simon and Lia are on
a hike, but they get
lost. It starts to
snow and they lose
sight of the path.
They hear a man shouting. He has broken his leg. Simon and Lia must find a
way to get help before it's too late.

Ben’s Jerk Chicken Van by
Cath Jones

The Wind in the Willows
by Kenneth Grahame

Big Nate on a Roll
by Lincoln Peirce

Book Level 2.0

Book Level 2.4

Book Level 2.9

Ben can cook
good jerk
chicken. But
when he falls
off the ladder,
who will run his
chicken van?

Toad is not a bad
guy. It's just that
he really loves
cars. Whenever
he finds out how
fast a car can go,
Toad tends to
end up in big trouble.

Eleven-year-old Nate
Wright vies against his
rival, the "perfect" Artur,
to win the grand prize of
a customised skateboard
in their scout troop
contest.

Run Wild by Gill Lewis

War Dog by Chris Ryan

Book Level 3.5

Book Level 3.6

Izzy and Asha need a space to call their
own, where they can practise skateboarding away from the Skull brothers. But the
wasteland they claim already belongs to
something else - an injured wolf that
desperately needs their help.

A patrol comes under fire in Afghanistan. A wounded soldier is
helped by a sniffer dog and his
handler, but tragic consequences
occur.

Frankie Foster Fizzy Pop by Jean Ure
Book Level 3.9
Frankie Foster loves fixing people's problems. Her help might not always be welcome and she might cause the odd total
disaster, but Frankie always fixes things.
TPR 211020

The Importance of Reading for Pleasure
There is overwhelming evidence that literacy has a
significant relationship to people’s life chances.
Reading for pleasure is more important than either
wealth or social class as an indicator of success at
school.
Twitter @SAA_Library

A.N.T.I.D.O.T.E. by Malorie Blackman

Return to Ribblestrop by Andy Mulligan

Book Level 4.5

Book Level 4.6

Elliot thinks that his mum's
job as a secretary is boring.
Then, one night, the police
tell Elliot that his mum has
been arrested for working as
a spy. Elliot's world turns
upside down as he tries to help his mum and
uncover the truth.

A new term begins at Ribblestrop and the students
experience circus animals, a footballing protégée and a
chaplain who is not all that he seems ...

The Importance of Reading for Pleasure
If your child isn’t a ‘book worm’ yet, don’t worry!
There are so many wonderful and exciting authors out
there, that there’s a book to engage and inspire your
child out there… they just may not have discovered it
yet and we are here to help them find it.

A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine D’Angle

Kick by Mitch Johnson

Book Level 4.7

Book Level 5.0

When Charles goes searching through a 'wrinkle in
time' for his lost father, he finds himself on an evil
planet. this a very special and exciting mixture of
fantasy and science fiction and is dominated by the
funny and mysterious trio of guardian angels
known as Mrs Whatsit, Mrs Who and Mrs Which.

Budi's going to play for the greatest
team on earth. But one unlucky kick
brings Budi's world crashing down.
Now he owes the Dragon, the most
dangerous man in Jakarta. Soon it isn't
only his dreams at stake, but his life.

The Importance of Reading for Pleasure
Reading is an exercise for the mind. It is good for everyone, not only children or young adults. Those who read
grow up to have better thinking skills, opening doors of new knowledge to enlighten their minds.

DID YOU KNOW?

The Secret of the Indian by Lynne Reid Banks

Year 7 have read
1,253,403 words with
62 students passing
their book quiz which
makes this total.

Book Level 5.3
Who would believe that a plastic toy
American Indian and a plastic toy cowboy
can come to life? When Omri’s friend Patrick goes back in time to the Wild West,
keeping the secret safe becomes even
more difficult for Omri…
TPR 211020

The Nine Lives of Montezuma
by Michael Morpurgo
Book Level 5.8
From a young kitten to a grand old cat,
Montezuma, the farmyard cat, has nine
lives full of adventure and excitement.
Twitter @SAA_Library

The Importance of Reading for Pleasure
Even as adults, when we read, we come across many
new words we never really heard of. And we learn
from this. As you read, you come across new words,
phrases and writing styles. This is even more so for
young people.
Children sometimes stumble over their words, do not
know how to pronounce them or what they mean. By
reading, young people encounter new words more
frequently and sometimes repetitively and therefore
can see them better in their context.

The White Giraffe by Lauren St John

Infernal Devices by Philip Reeve

Book Level 6.2

Book Level 6.4

After a fire kills her parents,
eleven-year-old Martine must leave
England to live with her grandmother
on a wildlife game reserve in South
Africa, where she befriends a
mythical white giraffe.

When 15 year-old Wren Natsworthy,
bored with life in Anchorage, steals an
Old-Tech book for a lost boy, she sets
off a sequence of events that leads her
parents, Tom and Hester, back into
battle with old enemies and new.

The Importance of Reading for Pleasure
Useful links
At St Augustine Academy we will continue to
inspire reading by sharing lots of exciting authors,
old and new and share our passion for reading.

For Eclipse, the Library system to choose, reserve and review books.
https://u020718.microlibrarian.net/
Log in (school email address) password (8 digits of date of birth eg
05122008)
For Accelerated Reader
https://ukhosted55.renlearn.co.uk/2240899/Public/RPM/Login/
Login.aspx?srcID=s
Log in (first initial and 4 letters of surname) password abc

Guiding children's reading choice.
Does your child always read books by the same author or the same genre of book? Children’s choice about what they
read is really important, but it’s also important that they know what’s out there to be able to make an informed
choice, with adults guiding them towards quality books wherever possible. Any reading is better than no reading, so
it’s not worth a battle, but children’s series can often contain the same sort of style and vocabulary, making children
read more passively (especially if the book has been made into a film that they have seen).
Contact the Librarians
TPR 211020

Mrs Probets— tprobets@saa.woodard.co.uk or Mrs Hayes - shayes@saa.woodard.co.uk
Twitter @SAA_Library

